
 

 

 

 

What is being monitored and why is it being monitored? 

We are monitoring (a) potential associations between forest road conditions and downstream 

sediment conditions, (b) the locations of road-stream sediment delivery, with detailed estimates of 

the quantity of sediment delivered to streams from each source, and (c) long-term changes in aquatic 

conditions associated with terrestrial restoration treatments in watersheds. 

How are we monitoring? 

We are using two tools: 1) Geomorphic Road Analysis and Inventory Program (GRAIP) and 2) 

PACFISH-INFISH Biological Opinion (PIBO) monitoring tools. GRAIP is a road inventory procedure 

that records drainage locations, landslides, and gullies and provides erosion rates based on installed 

sediment traps. PIBO tools measure in-stream sediment. Across six different project sites, we have 

surveyed 557 miles of road with GRAIP, monitored 8 sediment traps to calibrate estimates of erosion, 

and established 64 PIBO sampling sites - all within six watersheds within the SW Crown. 

Key Findings from 2012-2014: 

 Road sediment production is highly variable spatially. 

 Significantly more sediment is produced per unit area (12x more in 2012-2014) on roads open 

to vehicles compared with roads closed to vehicles. 

 Instream measures of fine sediment < 6mm and < 2mm showed that 35% and 22% of sample 

sites, respectively, exceeded tolerances for bull trout egg survival. 

 Only 4% of roads (i.e. 22 of 557 miles) are hydrologically connected to streams and are creating 

sediment in the watersheds monitored. This level (4%) is considerably lower than most other 

landscapes measured in the Northwest. Despite limited sediment production, our data 

support the conceptual model linking road networks with instream sediment. 

 However, the relationship between road-stream connectivity (i.e. GRAIP) measures and 

instream habitat (i.e. PIBO) measures are weak and highly variable. There are stronger 

correlations of instream measures with road density. This suggests that present day road 

sediment delivery is only part of the source of instream sediment. 

 GRAIP is a useful tool for determining where sediment from roads is reaching streams and 

where mass wasting events (i.e. landslides and gullies) are occurring. This can help prioritize 

where restoration efforts should be focused. 

How will this information be used? 
Managers are using this information during planning to identify which road segments deliver 

sediment directly to streams, the locations of those connectivity points, how much sediment is 

entering the stream, and if sediment leaves the road in sufficient quantities to be detected 

downstream. The baseline information will be used to monitor treatment effectiveness by measuring 

the sediment reaching the stream and the amount observed downstream after restoration projects. 
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Next steps: We will continue to monitor existing sediment traps and instream sites to measure 

changes across years (e.g. how differences in precipitation affect sediment). We will also add new 

sediment traps on high traffic roads, to monitor the effect of heavy truck traffic on sediment 

production rates. We will revisit instream PIBO sites and roads with GRAIP after treatments (e.g. 

culvert replacements, road BMPs) have been implemented to measure the effectiveness of treatments. 

Reports and Resources: 

 Cissel et al. 2014. Southwest Crown of the Continent GRAIP Roads Assessment: Center Horse and Morrell/ 

Trail Project Area, Poorman Creek, and Cold Creek; Lolo, Helena, and Flathead National Forests, Montana. 

US Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. 113 pages:  http://www.swcrown.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/11/Lolo-Helena-Flathead-NFs-SWCC-Watersheds-2014-Final-Report.pdf  

 Al-Chokhachy et al.  In prep.  The Perceived Benefits of Forest Road Recovery:  Why Context Matters. 

 Rieman et al.  2014.  Water quality monitoring to determine the influence of roads and road restoration on 

turbidity and downstream nutrients: A pilot study with citizen science. Available: www.swcrown.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/2014ContractCompletionWaterQualityMonitoring050114-1.pdf  

 Geomorphic Roads Analysis and Inventory Package (GRAIP): Methodology: Volume 1 Data Collection 

Method. RMRS-GTR-280WWW http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/40654    

 PACFISH-INFISH Biological Opinion (PIBO): 

http://www.fs.fed.us/biology/resources/pubs/feu/pibo/pibo_stream_sampling_protocol_2012.pdf 

 Southwestern Crown Collaborative: http://www.swcrown.org/  

 USFS Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Program: http://www.fs.fed.us/restoration/CFLRP/  

 

Contacts:  
Robert Al-Chokhachy (PIBO): Fisheries Biologist, USGS, ral-chokhachy@usgs.gov, (406) 994-7842. 

Tom Black (GRAIP): Hydrologist, U.S. Forest Service, tblack@fs.fed.us, (208) 373-4363. 

Cameron Thomas: Aquatic Ecologist, U.S. Forest Service, cathomas@fs.fed.us, (406) 214-8347.   

Cory Davis: SW Crown Monitoring Coordinator, Univ of Montana, cory.davis@umontana.edu, (406) 257-3166. 

Partners: 

Flathead, Helena, and Lolo National Forests 

USGS Northern Rocky Mtn Science Center 

USFS Rocky Mtn Research Station: Air, Water, and 

Aquatics 

USFS PIBO Effectiveness Monitoring Program 

The Wilderness Society 

Great Northern Landscape Conservation Cooperative 

USFS Region 1  

Clearwater Resource Council 

University of Montana

  
Sediment from open and gated roads 2012-2014.  Example watershed and measured sediment delivery.  
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